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President’s Message 
 
Hello fellow AITPM members, 
Well I can’t believe it’s already October!  My 
office is already organising its end of year 
function and looking to plan for 2010.  Our 
whole School is moving to a different building 
next year, with the lovely L block eventually 
making way for a new shiny one.  Those of you 
who have entered the Brisbane CBD from the 
south side, across the Captain Cook Bridge, 
would know L block as the big 9 storey brick 
and concrete Lego block ode to 1970’s 
functional architecture, which greets you on the 
right hand side. 
Onto traffic matters: an issue that has been 
tossing around in my mind of late is that of 
speed.  I know I am growing older and may be 
prematurely becoming a “grumpy old man”, but 
everyone around me locally seems to be 
accelerating off from the stop line much faster 
than I was taught to for economical driving, 
both here and in the United States (yes they 
made my wife and me resit our written and 
practical driving tests when we lived there).   
People here in Australia also seem to be 
driving right on top of the posted speed limit, on 
whichever part of the Road Hierarchy, whether 
urban or rural.  I was also taught on both sides 
of the planet that the posted speed limit is a 
maximum legal speed, not the recommended 
driving speed.  This message did seem to sink 
in to the American drivers around me when we 
lived in Oregon - where people did appear to 
drive more cautiously.  Further, posted speed 
limits in Oregon were, and I presume still are, 
set more conservative by about 5mph or 
10km/h than Australian limits, for any given part 
of the Road Hierarchy.   
Another excellent speed limit treatment used in 
Oregon was in school zones, where reduced 
speed limits applied “when children are 
present” rather than during prescribed hours on 
school days.  This would be especially useful 
here in Australia, where a lot of extra-curricular 
activities take place around schools outside of 
the prescribed speed limit hours.  Before and 
after hours school care is on the increase (with 
parents dropping and collecting children near 
dawn and dusk in the winter), and many child-
centred land uses are located adjacent to 
schools, such as Scouts/Guides halls, 
swimming pools and parks. 
Consequentially, I believe there needs to be 
some consideration towards more public 
campaigning about economical driving and the 
real purpose of the speed limit = or perhaps 
even a rethink of the speed limit concept, if 
people really are driving on top of it and it’s not 
just me becoming grumpier (our industrial 
psychology friends at the research centres may 
be able to assist us here). 
The Queensland organising committee is now 
in full swing organising the 2010 AITPM 
National Conference, What’s New?, so please 
keep a lookout for related content. 






PS   A Cartoonists view of traffic engineers 
I thought you might enjoy this. 
http://xkcd.com/277/ 
 
